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Multiversion schedulers are now a widely accepted method for enhancing the performance 
of the concurrency control component of a database. In this paper we introduce a new notion 
of multiversion serializability (MVSR) based on conflicts (MVCSR), and discuss its relation 
with the well known single version conflict serializability (CSR). On-line schedulable (OLS) 
subsets of (MVSR) were detined in Papadimitriou and Kanellakis, ACM Trans. Database 
Sysrems9, No. 1 (1984). We prove there that it is NP-complete to decide whether a set of 
schedules is OLS. We next introduce the concept of maximal OLS sets, and show that no 
eflicient scheduler can be designed that recognizes maximal subsets of the MVSR or MVCSR 
schedules, 8 1986 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
It has been recently pointed out by several authors in the area of database con- 
currency contra1 that, by maintaining multiple versions of each data entity, we can 
achieve concurrency control schemes of enhanced performance [ 1, 10,2,9]. A 
typical multiversion concurrency control algorithm keeps several versions of each 
entity. When a read request arrives, the algorithm makes available to it not 
necessarily the latest version of the entity (as would an ordinary concurrency con- 
trol algorithm), but the one that best serves our ultimate goals: correctness and per- 
formance. Consequently, any multiversion algorithm, besides deciding at each 
moment whether to grant, delay, or abort an arriving read or write step of a trans- 
action (as all concurrency control algorithms do), must also decide which of the 
existing versions to present to a read step, and which, if any, to overwrite. These 
latter decisions, particular to multiversion concurrency control, constitute the main 
added complexity of this approach. 
In [8] a theoretical treatment of the subject was attempted. The class of mul- 
tiversion serializable schedules (MVSR) was introduced. A schedule is (MVSR) if 
there is a mapping from read steps to previous writes of the same entity (a uersion 
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function as we call it here) which makes the schedule equivalent to a serial schedule. 
The importance of this class is that it includes, besides serializable schedules, all 
non-serializable schedules which can be in principle output by multiversion 
algorithms. Since the set of schedules output by an algorithm is considered a 
measure of its performance, MVSR is in some sense the limit of the multiversion 
approach. It was then shown in [S] that this limit is unattainable, for two reasons. 
First, telling whether a schedule is MVSR is N&complete, and therefore MVSR is 
inappropriate as a concurrency control principle. Perhaps more importantly, it was 
shown that no algorithm, however slow, can output all MVSR schedules, essen- 
tially because different MVSR schedules may require conflicting version functions. 
A subset of MVSR was called on-line schedulable (OLS) if no such conflict exists 
among its schedules. OLS sets can be the basis of multiversion concurrency control 
algorithms, at least in principle. 
Negative results usually lead to less ambitious, “approximate” solutions. For 
example, the fact that serializability is an N&complete concept made the class of 
conflict-serializable schedules (CSR) more attractive. This choice found an impor- 
tant justification in [ 111, where it was shown that only CSR schedules can be out- 
put by locking algorithms. A schedule is CSR if a certain conflict graph is acyclic. 
In this paper we define a tractable subset of MVSR, called the multiversion conjlict 
serializable (MVCSR) schedules. This set is a generous relaxation of CSR. We 
prove alternative characterizations of MVCSR, and its relationships with other 
classes of schedules. (With a very different approach, a subset of MVCSR was 
briefly discussed in [S] under the name DMVSR.) MVCSR seems to be the right 
“approximation” to the VP-complete class MVSR, as all known multiversion 
algorithms realize subsets of MVCSR. Unfortunately, MVCSR is itself not an OLS 
class, and thus the second difficulty remains. 
OLS is the main requirement for a class of schedules, in order for it to be 
implementable by some multiversion algorithm. Can we at least recognize an OLS 
class, if we see one, in reasonable time? The answer given here is negative. We show 
that, given a set of schedules, it is NP-complete to tell whether they are OLS, even 
if the set contains just two MVCSR schedules. 
In ordinary (single-version) database concurrency control there is a maximum set 
of correct schedules that can be output by an algorithm, namely the class of 
serializable schedules (SR). Unfortunately, it is intractable. The concept of an OLS 
class, particular to the multiversion approach, creates an infinity of possible 
maximal OLS subsets of MVSR (or MVCSR). It would be a worthwhile goal to 
identify certain such classes that are easy to recognize, and can therefore be the 
basis of a concurrency control algorithm. We show a rather surprising negative 
result here: Any one of the infinitely many maximal OLS subsets of MVSR is NP- 
hard, and thus the schedules output by any reasonable algorithm must form a non- 
maximal class. A similar (slightly weaker) result holds for maximal OLS subsets of 
MVCSR. 
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we describe our model 
giving the necessary definitions. Section 3 presents the concept of multiversion con- 
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flict serializability and its relationship with more conventional notions of 
correctness. Section 4 presents our first negative result, that testing whether a subset 
of MVSR is OLS is N&complete. Section 5 examines maximal OLS sets of MVSR 
and MVCSR schedules, and their complexity. 
2. DEFINITIONS AND THE MODEL 
Our model of a database and concurrency control system is described in detail in 
[7]. In this section we present a summary and the definitions necessary for this 
paper. 
A database has a finite collection of entities. It is immaterial for our model what 
these entities are; they can be tiles, records, data items, physical disk blocks, etc. No 
structure on the entities and no specific interpretation on their domains is assumed. 
Entities are accessed atomicly by transactions. A transaction is a finite sequence 
of accesses on entities, called steps. There are two types of steps: read steps and 
write steps. A read step (resp. write step) of transaction Ti that accesses entity x is 
denoted Ri(x) (resp. W,(x)). A write step changes the value of the entity it 
accessed; the new value is an uninterpreted function of the values read by the trans- 
action in its previous read steps. The value written by W,(x) is denoted by xi; xi is 
formally a triple: the entity x, the transaction Tj, and the value written. 
A transaction system z = (T, ,..., T,,} is a finite set of transactions. A schedule s of 
r is a sequence of steps in the shuffle of T. A schedule s is serial if any two adjacent 
steps of a transaction are also adjacent in s. 
A database state is an assignment of values to the entities. IC (stands for integrity 
constraints) is a subset of the set of all database states. A state in IC is called con- 
sistent. 
The read (resp. write) set of a transaction is the set of entities accessed by a read 
(resp. write) step of the transaction. We say that step Ri(x) reads x from trans- 
action T, in schedule s (and write this as R,(x,)) if Wj(x) is the last write step that 
accesses x before Ri(x) in s. The READ-FROM relation of s is {(T,, x, Tj: R,(x,) 
in sl. The view of transaction Ti in schedule s is {xi: &(x,)}. 
A basic assumption in concurrency control is that transactions are correct. By this 
statement we mean that if the view of a transaction is a subst of a consistent state 
then so is its output. An immediate consequence is that serial schedules are correct. 
Non-serial schedules are considered correct if they are serializable, i.e., in some 
sense equivalent to a serial schedule of the same transaction system. There are 
several notions of equivalence to which correspond different notions of correctness. 
For our discussion it is often useful to pad a schedule with an initial TO and a final 
Tf transaction. T,, writes all entities and T, reads all entities. The padded schedule 
of s is correct iff s is correct. Working with padded schedules makes some of the 
definitions and proofs easier to state and comprehend. Padding is a natural con- 
cept, as TO models the state of the database before schedule s and Tf models the 
571/33/2-12 
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state of the database when s finishes. We shall rarely distinguish a schedule from its 
corresponding padded schedule. 
Our starting notion of correctness is view-serializability (VSR) corresponding to a 
notion of equivalence of schedules called view-equivalence. Two schedules are view- 
equivalent iff they have identical READ-FROM relations. Testing whether a 
schedule is VSR is an N&complete problem [6]. 
A stronger notion of correctness is conflict-serializability (CSR). Two steps of a 
schedule conflict iff they access the same entity and (at least) one of them is a write 
step. Two schedules are conflict-equivalent iff all pairs of conflicting steps are in the 
same order in both. The following is a crucial fact about this concept: If a schedule 
is CSR then it is VSR. Testing whether a schedule is CSR can be done in 
polynomial time in the number of steps in the schedule. 
For the purposes of this paper, a scheduler is an algorithm that recognizes (we 
shall say, “outputs”) a set of view-serializable schedules. The scheduler examines 
each step of the schedule in sequence and accepts it if the sequence of steps 
examined so far is a prefix of a schedule in the set it recognizes; otherwise it rejects 
the step (and the schedule). 
So far we have described a single-version database. In a multiple-version 
database we have the following additions and alterations: 
Each entity has an ordered set of values associated with it. Each write step adds a 
value at the end of the set of values of the entity it accesses. Each read step is 
assigned one of the values of the entity it accesses. 
A schedule s can be supplemented with a version function V to form a fill 
schedule (s, V). V is a function which assigns to each read step a previous write step 
(not necessarily the last previous write step) of the same entity. We say that T, 
reads x from Tj in (s, V) (written also &(x,)) if V maps Ri(x) to W,(x). The 
READ-FROM relation of the full schedule (s, V) is { (Ti, x, Tj: Ri(xj) in (s, V)>. 
V,, the standard version function for s, assigns to each read step the last previous 
write step of the same entity. All our definitions on single version schedulers can be 
restated in multiversion terminology using the standard version function. For exam- 
ple, a serial full schedule is (s, V,) where s is a serial schedule. 
A full schedule (s, V) is serializable iff there is a serial schedule, say r, such that 
(s, V) is equivalent to (r, V,). Again different notions of equivalence lead to different 
notions of serializability-correctness. We shall adopt view-equivalence. Two full 
schedules are view-equivalent iff they have identical READ-FROM relations. 
Finally, schedule s is multiversion serializable (MVSR) if there is a version function 
T/ such that (s, V) is serializable. 
A multiversion scheduler is an algorithm that recognizes a set of MVSR 
schedules. The difference from an ordinary scheduler is that the multiversion 
scheduler must also compute the version function that makes the schedule MVSR 
by assigning versions to read steps. 
In our proofs of NP-hardness, we shall use the graph-theoretic concept of a 
polygraph [6]. A polygraph is a triple (N, A, C) where N is a set of nodes, A is a set 
of arcs, i.e., ordered pairs of nodes, and C is a set of choices, which are ordered 
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triples of nodes such that if (j, k, i) is a choice then (i,j) is an arc. A directed graph 
(N’, A’) is compatible with the polygraph (N, A, C) iff N is a subset of N’, A is a 
subset of A’ and if (J k, i) is in C then (j, k) or (k, i) is in A’. A polygraph is acyclic 
if it has a compatible acyclic directed graph. Testing polygraph acyclicity is an NP- 
complete problem [6]. 
3. MULTIVERSION CONFLICT SERIALIZABILITY 
Let us recall from the previous section the definition of conflict-serializable (CSR) 
schedules, A schedule s is CSR iff there is a serial schedule that is conflict equivalent 
with s. The conflict graph of s has the transactions as nodes, and an arc from A to B 
if a step of A is followed in s by a conflicting step of B. It can be shown that a 
schedule is conflict-serializable iff its conflict graph is acyclic and also iff it can be 
transformed to a serial schedule by a sequence of switchings of adjacent non-con- 
flicting steps [7]. The importance of CSR schedules, in addition to being easily 
testable, bears on the fact that they can be implemented by schedulers using 
locking. An important result [ 1 l] is that they are the only schedules that can be 
output by schedulers using locking. 
For multiversion schedulers we define a new, relaxed, notion of conflict. We say 
that two steps of a schedule s conflict if the first (in the order of s) is a read step 
while the second is a write step on the same entity. 
DEFINITION. A schedule s is multiversion conji’ict-equivalent to schedule s’ iff all 
pairs of conflicting steps of s are in the same order in s’ as they are in s. 
Note the asymmetry induced by our definition of (multiversion) conflict: That s 
is multiversion conflict-equivalent to s’ does not imply that s’ is multiversion con- 
flict equivalent to s. (In fact the term is a bit of misnomer, as multiversion conflict- 
equivalence is not an equivalence relation for schedules.) A schedule is muftiversion 
cor@ct-serializable (MVCSR) if there exists a serial schedule, say r, such that s is 
multiversion conflict equivalent to r. The multiversion conflict graph of s 
(MVCG(s)) has the transitions as nodes, and an arc from Ti to T, labeled x if 
W,(x) follows Ri(x) in s. 
THEOREM 1. A schedule s is MVCSR iff MVCG(s) is acyclic. 
Proof: (if) Let r be a serial schedule with transitions ordered in accordance 
with the topological sort of MVCG(s). Let Ri(x) and Wj(x) be conflicting steps of 
s; then ( Ti, Tj) is an arc in MVCG(s) so Ti comes before Tj in r. Hence the follow- 
ing pairs of s are in the same order in r, so s is multiversion conflict equivalent to r, 
i.e., it is MVCSR. 
(only if) Suppose s is multiversion conflict equivalent to serial schedule r. Let 
< be the order of transactions in r. Let Ri(x) and Wj(x) be conflicting steps in s, 
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so that (Tj, 7”) is an arc of MVCG(s). Then Ri(x) comes before W,(x) in r and 
since r is serial, Ti < Tj. Therefore all arcs of MVCG(s) are compatible with the 
total order <, so MVCG(s) is acyclic. 1 
Another useful characterization of MVCSR is the following. Let us write s N s’ if 
s’ can be obtained from s by changing the order of two consecutive non-conflicting 
steps of s and let 2 be the transitive closure of -. 
THEOREM 2. A schedule s is MVCSR $f there exists a serial schedule, say r, such 
that s 2 r. 
Proof. (if) - preserves the order of conflicting pairs, therefore (by induction 
on the number of times - is applied) 5 also preserves the order of conflicting 
pairs. Hence s is multiversion conflict equivalent to r, i.e., s is MVCSR. 
(only if) Let s be multiversion conflict equivalent to the serial schedule r and let 
n be the number of pairs of steps n in s that are in reverse order in r. We shall prove 
that s 2 r by induction on n. If n = 0 then s and r are identical so s 2 r trivially. 
For n > 0, note that there is always a pair of adjacent steps in s that are in reverse 
order in r (for, if step h is in the wrong order with respect to step g then it is also in 
the wrong order with respect to all steps between h and g): So let (h, g) be a pair of 
adjacent steps in s that are in reverse order in r. (h, g) is not a conflicting pair in s 
(or else they would be in the same order in r) so they can be switched to obtain s’ 
such that s -s’ and s’ has n - 1 pairs of steps in different order than in r. 1 
However, the importance and relevance of MVCSR stems from 
THEOREM 3. Zf a schedule is MVCSR then it is MVSR. 
Proof Let s be multiversion conflict equivalent to serial schedule r. We will 
show a version function V such that (s, V) has the same READ-FROM relation as 
(r, V,). 
Let Ti read x from Tj in (r, V,). Then step W,(x) precedes R,(x) in s (otherwise 
we would have a reversed conflicting pair) so V can assign xi to Ri(x). 1 
This new concept of conflict may seem counterintuitive, since it suggests that in 
the multiversion model W,(R) - R,(x) and W,(x) - W,(x) do not conflict whereas 
Ri(x) - Wj(x) do conflict. This has the following rationale: Let s -s’. Then for any 
full schedule (s’, V’) there exists a version function V such that (s, V) is view- 
equivalent to (s’, I”). To see this notice that Rj(x) can “read behind” W,(x) in a 
W,(x) - Rj(x) switching and similarly for W,(x) - Wj(x). The same however is not 
true for Rj(x) - W,(x) conflicts. If these steps are switched, then V’ may assign xI to 
Rix which no V can do for s, since Wj(x) follows Ri(x) in s. To put it in (com- 
pletely) non-mathematical terms, the multiversion approach can help a read request 
that arrived “too late” [2] but it can do nothing about a read request that arrived 
“too early.” 
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All schedules 
FIG. 1. Topography of the various classes with examples: 
(1) A non-MVSR schedule 
A: R(x) W(x) 
S,= 
B: R(x) W(x) 
(2) An MVSR schedule that is not SR or MVCSR 
A: W(x) 
s,=B: R(x) WY) 
c: R(Y) W(x) 
(3) An SR schedule that is not MVCSR 
A: W(x) ’ 
B: R(x) WY) 
s, = 
C: R(Y) W(x) 
D: WY) 
(4) An MVCSR schedule that is not SR 
A: R(x) W(x) R(Y) WY) 
sq = 
B: R(x) NY) WY) 
(5) An MVCSR schedule that is SR but not CSR 
A:R(x) W(x) W(Y) 
s,=B: R(x) WY) 
c: W(x) 
(6) Any serial schedule. 
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It was shown in [8] that MVSR is polynomial in the restricted model of trans- 
actions, in which no transaction writes an entity it has not read. [8] then defines a 
schedule (in the general model) to be DMVSR if it is MVSR, once can appropriate 
read step is inserted before each “readless write.” [S] studies similar subclasses of 
MVSR by considering combinations of constraints based on all four types of “con- 
flicts:” write-write, write-read, read-write, and read-read. MVCSR corresponds to 
their MRW set which they show to be a superset of DMVSR (MWW in their 
notation). 
In conclusion, the “topography” of all schedules now looks like Fig. 1, with an 
example schedule for each region. 
4. THE COMPLEXITY OF OLS SETS OF SCHEDULES 
When a multiversion scheduler accepts a read step, it decides “on the spot” which 
of the values of the entity to assign to it. So at any point in a schedule, the 
scheduler has made some decisions that possibly limit the set of continuations that 
may be accepted by the scheduler. Therefore, a step may very well be rejected by a 
scheduler despite the fact that the schedule is MVSR, because some earlier read step 
was given the “wrong” read-from. This observation leads to the concept of on-line 
schedulable sets of schedules, first defined in [S]. 
A subset S of MVSR is called on-line schedulable (OLS) if, for any prefix p of a 
schedule in S, there is a version function V defined on p such that, each schedule pq 
in S has a serializable version function which is an extension of I’. In other words, 
there are no incompatible continuations of the same prefix. OLS is necessary for a 
set of schedules to be recognizable by a multiversion algorithm; it is the basic 
limitation of the multiversion approach. [S] proves that DMVSR is not OLS, even 
for the restricted (no readless writes) 2-step model. Since MVCSR is a superset of 
DMVSR it is a fortiori not OLS. This is established, for example, by the following 
pair of schedules [S] 
A: R(x) W(x) R(Y) WY) 
.S= 
B: R(x) R(Y) WY) 
3’ = 
A: R(x) W(x) R(Y) WY) 
B: R(x) R(Y) WY) 
s is equivalent to the serial schedule AB if R2(x) reads x from A, and this is the 
only version function that makes s equivalent to a serial schedule, whereas s’ is 
equivalent to serial BA if R*(x) reads from T,, this again being the only way to 
serialize s’. 
Given a set of schedules, can we tell efficiently whether it is OLS? The answer is 
negative-unless of course P = NP. 
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THEOREM 4. Testing whether a given set of schedules is OLS is NP-complete even 
in the restricted case of pairs of MVCSR schedules. 
Proof: To show that the problem is in NP, notice that a succinct certificate of 
on-line schedulability of {si, s2} consists of two version functions V, , V, and two 
serial schedules rl, r2. V, and V, must agree on the longest common prefix of sl 
and s2. 
NP-hardness will be shown by employing a reduction from polygraph acyclicity 
[6, 71. Let P= (N, A, C) be a polygraph. Without loss of generality we can assume 
that: 
(a) For each arc(i, j) in A there is at least one corresponding choice (j, k, i). 
(To see this, for each arc(i,j) with no corresponding choice add a new node to V, 
say node k and a new choice, (j, k, i). The polygraph thus formed has no arcs 
without corresponding choices and is acyclic iff P is acyclic because the new choices 
cannot participate in any cycles since the k’s are new nodes and are involved in no 
other arcs or choices.) 
(b) Graph G = (V, C,) is acyclic where C, = {(j, k): (j, k, i) E C}, i.e., the first 
branches of the choices of P do not form a cycle. 
(c) Graph (V, A) is acyclic. We can make assumptions (b) and (c) because, 
in the proof of NP-completeness of polygraph acyclicity, satisliability is reduced to 
acyclicity of polygraphs with these properties. 
CONSTRUCTION OF sl, s2. Let n = 1 NI be the number of nodes of P. s, and s2 are 
schedules of n transactions constructed from the following segments: For each arc 
a = (i, j) and corresponding choices (there may be several) b = (j, k, i) of P we add: 
(i) W,(b) W,(6) R,(b) to both si, s2. 
(ii,) Wi(b’) W,(Y) R,,(b’) in s,, (ii*) Wi(b’) Rj(b’) W,(b’) in s2. 
(iii,) R,(a) Wj(a) in sl, (iii,) W,(a) R,(a) in s2. 
Here a, b, and b’ are entities particular to this part of P. Let p be the con- 
catenation of parts (i), q1 (resp. q2) the concatenation of parts (iii) (resp. (ii2), and 
rl (resp. rz) that of parts (iii,) (resp. iii,). The order in which parts (i), (ii), and (iii) 
are concatenated to form p, q, and r is immaterial so long as the same order is used 
to form both s, and s2. Then, s1 =pqlrl, s2 =pq2r2. The longest common prefix is 
p. The intention of the construction is that T,(b) has the choice of reading b from 
transactions T,, Ti, and T,. However, parts (ii2) and (iii,) make Rj(bi) the only 
possible choice. So the problem for the scheduler is not which version to present, 
but whether T, will come before T, or after Tj in the serial schedule equivalent to 
s,. This encodes the choices of P. 
s, and s2 are MVCSR. This can be seen by noticing the special structure of the 
polygraphs in the proof of polygraph acyclicity (reduction from satisfiability, 
[6, 71). In particular, MVCG(s,) has only arcs due to parts (iii,), R,aWja, i.e., it is 
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graph (V, A) which by assumption (c) above is acyclic, therefore si is MVCSR. 
MVCG(s,) has only arcs due to parts (ii*), Wi(b’) R,(W) W,(W), i.e., 
MVCG(s,) = (V, C,), which by assumption (b) above is acyclic, therefore s2 is also 
MVCSR. 
If P is acyclic then {si, s2} is OLS. Let V be a version function that assigns the 
following read-froms: Ri(a,), Rj(bi), Rj(bJ). Since P is acyclic, there is a dag com- 
patible with it, say G. Let r be a serial schedule of the transactions of si in the order 
of the topological sort of G. In r, Tj comes before Tj (because a = (i, j) is an arc of P 
and hence of G) and T, comes either before T, or after Tj (because b = (j, k, i) is a 
choice of P and hence either (j, k) or (k, i) is an arc of G). Therefore V,, the stan- 
dard version function for r, assigns the same read-froms as V. Hence (sl, V) and 
(s2, V) are both view equivalent to (r, V,), so {sr , s2} is OLS. 
If {sI , s2} is OLS then P is acyclic. There exist version functions V, , V,, and 
serial schedules rl, r2 such that (sj, Vi) is view-equivalent to (ri, l’,) for i= 1, 2, and 
V, , V, agree on p. Because of q1 and r2, l’, and V, must assign bj to Ri(b). Let < 
be the precedence order of transactions in rl . Let G be the graph MVCG(s,), with 
the following additional arcs: for each schedule segment W,(b) Wi(b) Rj(bi) add 
the arc(k, i) if k < i and the arc(j, k) if j < k (since T, reads b from Ti in r, then 
either k < i or j < k). G is acyclic (its arcs agree with < ) and compatible with P, so 
P is acyclic. 1 
The significance of this result is, of course, that OLS is a disappointingly complex 
concept, and it probably cannot be the basis of a theory, or more importantly, 
algorithms. 
5. MAXIMAL OLS CLASSES OF SCHEDULES 
Among all subsets of MVSR, only the OLS ones are interesting from the point of 
view of concurrency control algorithms. One would like to design multiversion 
schedulers that output maximal sets of OLS schedules, that is, sets of MVSR 
schedules such that, if any MVSR schedule is added to the set, it ceases being OLS. 
There are infinitely many such subsets of MVSR. A scheduler that outputs a 
maximal OLS MVSR set is called a maximal multiversion scheduler. 
LEMMA 1. A maximal multiversion scheduler rejects a database step h, only if 
there is no serializable completion of the prefix output before h with the read-froms 
already assigned to the read steps of the prefix. 
Proof Let R be a maximal MVSR scheduler that accepts the maximal OLS set 
S. Let phq be a schedule (where p, q are subschedules and h is a step) and assume 
that R has accepted p but rejects h. Suppose, for the purpose of contradiction, that 
ph has a serializable completion with a version function that is an extension of the 
version function used by R for p. Let s’ = phq’ be this schedule. Clearly s’ $ S. Since 
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S is maximal Su {s’} is not OLS. So there is a prefix p’ of s’ and a subset of S, say 
{ ~1, sz,..., s,}, h f w ere or each i, si =p’qi, such that there is no version function for p’ 
that can be extended to a serializing version function for each of s’, si ,..., s,. Clearly 
p >p’, since R accepted p. Hence p’ aph. Hence, there is s” E S such that s” =phr”, 
therefore R cannot reject h contrary to our hypothesis. 1 
Informally we can rephrase this lemma as follows: The only reason why a 
maximal MVSR scheduler will ever reject an MVSR schedule is because it used the 
“wrong function” at some point. 
CORROLLARY 1. Zf the version function of a prefix p of an MVSR schedule s is 
uniquely determined (i.e., there are no read-from choices) then p is accepted by all 
maximal multiversion schedulers. 1 
THEOREM 5. Suppose that a set S of schedules is (1) a subset of MVSR, (2) OLS, 
(3) maximal with respect to (1) and (2). Then it is NP-hard to tell whether a schedule 
is in S. 
Proof The reduction is from polygraph acyclicity. Given a polygraph 
P = (N, A, C) we shall construct a schedule that is accepted by all maximal mul- 
tiversion schedulers if P is acyclic and is accepted by none if P is not acyclic. We 
make the same assumptions about P as we did in the proof of Theorem 4. 
CONSTRUCTION OF s. For each arc a = (i, j) and corresponding choices (there 
may be several) b = (j, k, i) we add the following segment to s, the schedule being 
constructed: R,(a) Wj(a) Wi(b) Rj(b) W,(b) W,(b’) Wi(b’) Rj(b’). The intention of 
the construction is that the read-froms in s are forced (R,(a,), R,.(bi), and R,(b;)), 
so s is accepted by all maximal multiversion schedulers if it is MVSR (and, of 
course, it is rejected by all if it is not.) 
If P is acyclic then s is accepted by all maximal MVSR schedulers. Let V be a ver- 
sion function that assigns the following read-froms: R,(a,), Rj(bj), RJb;). Since P is 
acyclic, there is a dag compatible with it, say G. Let r be a serial schedule of the 
transactions of s in the order of the topological sort of G. In r, Ti comes before Tj 
(because a = (i, j) is an arc of P and hence of G) and Tk comes either before Ti or 
after Tj (because b = (j, k, i) is a choice of P and hence either (j, k) or (k, i) is an 
arc of G). Therefore V,, the standard version function for r, assigns the same read- 
froms as V. Hence (s, V) is view equivalent to (r, V,), so s is MVSR. Note that 
R,(a) can only read from T,,, therefore Tj comes after Ti in the serialization order of 
the transactions; then Tj(b) cannot read from T, so it must read from Ti, therefore 
T, comes either before Ti or after Tk in the serialization order; finally Ti(b’) cannot 
read from either T, or Tk, so it must read from Ti. Therefore the read-froms in s 
are uniquely determined, so by Corollary 1 it is accepted by all maximal MVSR 
schedulers. 
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If P is not acyclic then s is not accepted by any maximal MVSR scheduler. Let P 
be not acyclic and, by way of contradiction, suppose that there is a maximal MVSR 
scheduler that accepts s. Then s is MVSR, so let r be a serial schedule and I/ a ver- 
sion function for s such that (s, V) is view equivalent to (Y, V,). I/ is uniquely deter- 
mined and I’, agrees with it, so in r each transaction T, comes before the 
corresponding T, and each Tk comes either before T, or after Tj. Let G = (N, A’) be 
a graph compatible with P such that for each choice b = (j, k, i), A’ has the arc 
(j, k) if Tk comes after Tj in r and (k, i) if Tk comes before Ti in r. But G is acyclic 
because all its arcs agree with the order of the transactions of the serial scheduler r, 
therefore P is acyclic, contradicting our hypothesis. 1 
What if we restrict ourselves to MVCSR schedules? Then the previous theorem 
holds in the following, slightly weaker, form, which still excludes the possibility of 
constructing efficient maximal multiversion schedulers. 
THEOREM 6. Suppose that a set S of schedules is (1) a subset of MVCSR, (2) 
OLS, (3) maximal with respect to (1) and (2). Let R be a scheduler that recognizes S. 
Then R cannot operate in polynomial time, unless P = NP. 
LEMMA 2. Let s be a multiversion conflict serializable schedule. Then R rejects a 
step h of s only if there is no serializable completion (in MVCSR) of the prefix output 
before h with the read-froms already assigned by R to the read steps of the prefix. 
The proof of Lemma 2 is the same as the proof of Lemma 1 with MVCSR replac- 
ing MVSR. 
Proof of Theorem 6. We start from a polygraph P = (N, A, C) of the (specially 
structured but sufficiently general) type produced by the reduction of satisfiability 
to polygraph acyclicity [6, 71, and we construct a schedule s step-by-step, at the 
same time submitting each step to the scheduler R. Our construction depends not 
only on P, but also on the version function computed by R. 
The basic idea of the construction is to have steps Wi(b) W,(b) R,(b) in s for 
each choice b = (i, j, k) of P and Ri( a) Wi (a) for each arc a = (i, j). The intention is 
that Tj reads b from T,, and the schedule has the choice of having Tk before T, or 
after Tj in the equivalent serial schedule. It then would follow that s is MVCSR 
(since the arcs of P form no cycle) and will be accepted by R iff P is acyclic. 
The problem is that R may choose the read-from Tj(bk) or Rj(bO) instead of 
R,(b;). To face this problem we must rename the transactions or add new trans- 
actions and steps. 
CONSTRUCTION OF s. We recall the proof of polygraph acyclicity from [6, 73. 
The NP-complete problem of restricted (to formulas consisting of clauses of two or 
three literals either all positive or all negative) satisliability is reduced to polygraph 
acyclicity. The resulting polygraph has choices corresponding to each variable xi 
and choices corresponding to copies of literals xi or xi; and arcs joining the 
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variable-choices with the copy-choices and the copy-choices into hexagons (that 
represent the clauses of the formula). If (j, k, i) is a choice in this polygraph, then 
no other choice involves any of i,j, or k; this fact is crucial for our proof. 
The construction of s will proceed as follows: for each choice of P we will add a 
schedule segment to s and give it as an input to scheduler R. Based on the version 
function computed by R for this segment we may change our construction and add 
other segment. 
For each choice b = (j, k, i) we add W,(b) Wi(b) R,(b) to s. If R assigns Rj(bi) 
we are all set. If it assigns Tj(bk) then we delete W,(b) Wi(b) R,(b) from s and add 
W,(b) W,(b) R,(b). Since b is an entity that appears only in this segment of the 
schedule and these are the first steps of transactions Ti, Tj, and Tk, the scheduler 
will assign Rj(bi) this time. If R assignes R,(b,) then we replace W,(b) Wi(b) R,(b) 
by W,(b’) W,(b’) Ri(b’) Wi(b) W,(b) Rj(b), where b’ is a new entity and TI is a 
new transaction both of which will not reappear in s. Now R assigns R,(bb) and 
R,(b) cannot read from To (because Tj comes after Ti in the serialization order, 
since Ti read 6’ from To), so it must read from Ti (in which case we are all set) or 
from T, (in which case we apply the same renaming trick and switch i with k). 
Having done this for all choices of P we add a segment R,(a) Wj(a) for each 
arc a = (i, j) of P. MVCG(s) is the graph (N, A). The arcs of P however do not form 
a cycle therefore s is MVCSR. 
If P is acyclic then R accepts s. Let V be a version function that assigns the 
following read-froms: R,(Q), Rj(bj), Ri(bb). Since P is acyclic, there is a dag com- 
patible with it, say G. Let r be a serial schedule of the transactions of s in the order 
of the topological sort of G. In r, Ti comes before Tj (because a = (i,j) is an arc of P 
and hence of G) and Tk comes either before Tj or after T, (because b = (j, k, i) is a 
choice of P and hence either (j, k) or (k, i) is an arc of G). So (s, V) is view 
equivalent to (r, V,) whence s is serializable under the version function computed 
by R so by Lemma 2, s is accepted by R. 
If R accepts s then P is acyclic. Let V be the version function computed by R and 
r be a serial schedule such that (s, V) is view equivalent to (r, V,). Since I’ agrees 
with P’,, each transaction Ti in r comes before the corresponding Tj and each Tk 
comes either before Ti or after T,. Let G = (N, A’) be a graph compatible with P 
such that for each bipath b = (j, k, i), A’ has the arc( j, k) if Tk comes after T, in r 
and (k, i) if T, comes before T, in r. G is acyclic because all its arcs agree with the 
order of the transitions of the serial schedule r, therefore P is acyclic. 1 
6. DISCUSSION 
We have introduced certain concepts that appear to be central in studying the 
algorithmic properties of the multiversion approach to concurrency control. In 
terms of negative (complexity) results, we showed that multiversion algorithms 
must overcome even more subtle impediments than single-version ones. In the 
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single-version case, te only (yet unattainable) goal is to try to output all view- 
serializable schedules. In designing multiversion algorithms one has infinitely many 
choices, in that there are infinitely many maximal on-line schedulable sets of 
schedules, but it is shown here that they are all unattainable. Even testing whether 
two schedules can be output by the same algorithm is hard. 
On the positive side, we expect that MVCSR (also studied in [S], and related to 
the class introduced in [S]) shall play the same central role in the design of prac- 
tical multiversion algorithms that CSR has played in the single-version case. In fact, 
in the first version of this paper [3], we have presented a generic multiversion 
scheduler based on MVCSR, of which all known (multi- or single-version) 
schedulers are specializations. We develop these ideas further in a forthcoming 
paper, C41. 
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